
SychemFILL
Features

Active Airflow Technology●

Intuitive User Interface●

Easy, Ergonomic loading●

Quick & Accurate Dispensing●

True Plug N Play●

Real-time System Monitoring●

Highly Energy Efficient●

User Safety Systems●

SychemFILL

Save money with +/- 48% bedding accuracy●

Active Flow Technology●

Intuitive User Interface●

Enhance your cage changing process

The SychemFILL clean bedding dispensing system is the ideal solution for enhancing your cage changing process
within your animal facility. The system has multiple pre-set programs that are easily adjusted, allowing you to easily
select between different cage types at the touch of a button. Featuring two dispensing points that allow automatic
dispensing of bedding into all cage types.

Class-leading accuracy

The system offers you excellent dispensing accuracy (+/- 4%)* eliminating wastage and therefore saving you money.
Additionally, the accuracy contributes towards reduced variability for your studies.

Active Airflow Technology

SychemFILL protects your users from the release of residual fine particles through Sychem’s Active Airflow Technology.
The large working aperture and work surface maximise ergonomic advantages for your users, without the need to
raise or lower the unit.

Compatible with all Free Flow Bedding

After extensive research into understanding the most popular bedding types, Sychem created a bedding dispenser
which is compatible with all frequently used bedding. The SychemFILL bedding dispenser is compatible with all
free-flowing rodent bedding, ranging from 0.9mm – 10mm. All commonly used wood and paper-based bedding,
including corn cob, are fully compatible with this system.



SychemFILL XL

Clean bedding dispenser bulk loading system

The SychemFill XL allows you to enjoy the benefits of scale and autonomy with your clean bedding dispensing system.
The dispenser is remotely filled using large tote bags, giving you considerably longer intervals between bag changing.

Key Benefits

Reduce your bedding costs through purchasing larger, more cost-effective tote bags.●

No manual lifting of bags as the system’s hoist automates the process for you.●

Save time through continuous filling of the filling station●


